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The review o:f crystal structures o:f cation

radical salts based on bis(ethylenedithio)

tetrathia:fulvalene BEDT-TTF and its deriva

tives, in particular, bis(propylenedithio)

tetrathia:fulvalene, BPDT-TTF, is presented: 

a) BEDT-TTF polyiodides: 
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b) mixed polyhalogenides (BEDT-TTF) 2X, where 

X = IBr2 , I 2Br, ICl 2 ; 

c) cation-radical salts (BPDT-TTF)
2

X, where 

X= I
3

, IBr2 , IC1 2 ; 

etc. 
Crystals o:f these salts are rich in their 

physical properties: dielectrics, organic me

tals with a metal-dielectric transition, orga

nic metals stable in the iNhale range of tem

peratures, and superconductors. 

One o:f the most :frequent peculiarities o:f 

this type crystals is their polymorphism, on 

one hand, and isomorphism, on the other. 
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A ferroic phase of a crystal results from a 
rnal or hypothetical phase transition involvin~ 
d lowerin~ of the point syMmetry of the 
prototype. The orientation states (or doGain 
states, or twin states) of the ferroic 
therefore differ in one or more macroscopic 
tensor properties. Twinnin~ of the nonferroic 
type includes not only antiphase domains or 
translation domains (which can still be 
dcscrihcd in terns of a prototype symmetry), 
hut also ttvinnin~ in hcp, fcc and bee crystals. 
The approach adopted by the author for 
obtainin~ a"better undcrstandin3 of the various 
types of twinnin~ is to try to formulate a 
comprehensive and unified classification scheme 
for t1~inned crystals. Ideally, a physical 
criterion should be used for such a 
classification. Uo sufficiently ~eneral 
criterion of this type appears to availahlc (at 
least at present). A symmetry criterion is 
therefore employed. The atomic structure of a 
crystal determines both its twinnin~ 
characteristics and its space-.~roup syr.mctry. 
The proposed classification scheme therefore 
wor~s at the space-3roup level, unli~e the 
earlier schemes of G. Friedel (1925) and Donnay 
and Donnay (1974). In the proposed scheme, if 
the ttJin-mappin; operation (tuin latl) is a 
symmetry operation of an appropriately 
assi~nable prototype space ~roup, the twin is 
called an "Aizu tt'lin". Otherwise it is called 
'I "Bollmann twin". Aizu twins are essentially 
transformation twins. They are further divided 
into ferroic twins and translation twins. 
Ferroic twins, in turn, can be of tuo types : 
ferroelastic or F-twins (e.3. the 90" twins of 
DaTiO~, and nonferroelastic-ferroic or N-twins 
(e.~. the Dauphine twins of quartz, and the 
180" twins of DaTi0 3). The antiphase domains 
in CusAu are a typical example of translation 
twins IT-twins). The three types of Aizu twins 
(F, N and T) have distinctive macroscopic 
physical properties : F-twins always differ in 
a second-rank polar tensor property (the 90" 
ttlins of DaTi0 3 differ in spontaneous strain); 
N-tuins always differ in at least one tensor 
property other than a second-rank polar 
property (Dauphin6 twins of quartz differ in 
the sir;n of the compliance coefficient &t12J; 
T-twins do not differ in any tensor prope~y at 
all. Such a distinction in terr01s of physical 
properties is not possible for Bollmann tuins. 
I:olll'lann twins arc divided into t~w main 
cate~ories: coincidence-lattice tuins 
(C-twins), and miscellaneous twins (M-twins). 
C-twins arc further cateRorized into three 
types, dependinr; on the "total" or "partial" 
nature of the three-dimensional coincidence 
sublattice. Brazil twins of 4uartz are an 
example of C-twins with a partial sublattice, 
whereas twinninr; in fcc netals has a total 
coincidence sublattice. M-twins can also be of 
three types (!.J

0 
, !-!1 and Il~), dependinr; on the 

dimensionality of the dicHromatic pattern bcinn 
0, 1 or 2. The presently accepted definition 
of a twin stipulates that the twin lau be "well 
defined" or uniquely specified for a .~iven twin 
species. If this uniqueness requirement is 
relaxed, resions of a crystal separated by 
grain boundaries and stackinr; faults become 
classifiable as subcategories of M0 twins, 


